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May the Words… 
A tourist collected a few of the signs in English that Canadians traveling abroad must contend with:  In 

an airline ticket office in Copenhagen there is this promise: ”We take your bags and send them in all 

directions.”  A Swiss restaurant announces to its customers that “our wines leave you with nothing to 

hope for.” But my favourite is a sign spotted in Parish.  One of the city’s finer hotels invites its visitors to 

“Please leave your values at the front desk.” 

Our problem here is not that we have lost all our values, but that they have become too small.  We can 

literally put our values away in an overnight bag and bring them out when we need to show them off. 

But really, our values are at the core of our being.  It is something that I never really understood until my 

father was diagnosed with Dementia.  I am sure there are folks here who can relate with my story. 

I will never forget the da he was diagnosed in 2010, and we were told, by the doctor, he was only 

expected to live for 4 years.  He actually lived two years long.  And in those six years, we had witnessed 

our strong dad being stripped of inhibitions and becoming entirely dependent on others to care for him. 

The very last time I say him, three weeks before he died, his vocabulary had shortened significantly, to 

the point all I ever heard him say was “I love you” 

After his death, and knowing he was a peace, I took the time to reflect greatly upon his great but 

difficult life.  What came to mind, when thinking of my dad’s life, was the analogy of an onion.  Now, you 

see, an onion starts with a core and adds layers as it matures.  As in life, each experience and thought is 

layered to our core.  At dad’s core was love and I really witnessed that as dad’s condition got 

progressively worse.  I got to see dad, the strong hard worker, who never cried (well not in my presence) 

as he truly was…without any layers.   And deep at the centre of his core was…love 

As we gather today, our scriptures call us to think about what is at our core? What is at the core of our 

church?  What have been the core values that have sustained our church for many years? 

Well, I think that our Gospel contains clues that reveal our core values. 
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“Jesus went about all the cities and the villages, teaching in their synagogues, preaching the Good News, 

and healing every disease and every sickness among the people.  But when he saw the multitudes, he 

was moved with compassion for them, because they were harassed and scattered like sheep without a 

shepherd.” 

While these verses offer a final summing up of Jesus’ healing ministry, they also open up a new line of 

discussion-the mission and message that must continue to be spread throughout the land.  The message 

of healing, teaching, and preaching.   

With these in mind, I thought back on the many years of God’s story manifesting itself in our church 

family.  And last week, we celebrated by opening up the time capsule which celebrated the years of 

living out our faith-from Sunday school to worship, where the very Word of God was and continues to 

be preached with truth and conviction each time we gather!  Our family is certainly known for preaching 

and teaching. 

And I believe we are equally known for healing.  We may not have experienced as many spectacular 

miracles as they did when Jesus walked the earth, but we have shown the compassion spoken of.  “Jesus 

saw the crowds and had compassion on them.”  Compassion each time our Men in Mission head to New 

Orleans or New Jersey, or when we open up our church for those who eat alone, or when we serve at 

the Urban, or when we have youth who want to use their gifts to help the downtrodden in our 

communities.  Or when folks use their creative gifts to make the Confirmation Service just that much 

more special.  There are many many other examples, and if I were to name them all, we’d be here for a 

long time.  Like preaching and teaching, compassion is also at the heart of our faith community. And we 

are called to be a church of compassion for the lost sheep. 

Our Lord than offers another image of potential ingathering…the harvest. 

There are biblical precedents for interpreting “harvest” language in at least two distinct ways. 
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A harvest is traditionally seen as an occasion for joy-a time of abundance, a time of rejoicing over the 

blessings that have been bestowed.   

First the harvest is plentiful-a good sign, a positive image, which suggests that this harvest may be the 

good things of the kingdom Jesus has been preaching and teaching about.  These “good things” include 

all the healing and other miracles Jesus has been performing as evidence of the approaching kingdom. 

Secondly, this verse points up the problem that makes the next section a necessity-“The labourers are 

few”.  More labourers are needed, so that more can know the blessings of Jesus and His grace, and 

salvation. 

Today, Jesus is still calling disciples, you and I. each and every day to set out on that same mission. 

Dennis Folds, a professor at Georgia Tech, tells the story of a damaged Jesus in London.  The city had 

been devastated by the bombings during WWII.  The bombs that dropped on the city struck and 

destroyed buildings of every kind: office buildings, factories, apartments, museums, government 

buildings and churches. 

Soon after WWII, a group of German students, though kindness and love and a deep desire to return 

Christian love to those who had lost so much, volunteered to go to London to help rebuild an English 

cathedral that had been severely damaged by bombs.  As work progressed, they became greatly 

concerned about a large statue of Jesus, whose arms were outstretched and beneath which was the 

written inscription from Matthew 11:28 “Come to me, all you who labour and are heavily burdened, and 

I will give your rest.” 

The student volunteer workers had great difficulty trying to restore the hands, which had been 

completely destroyed.  They worked and worked and tried and tried, but nothing seemed to successfully 

replace Jesus’ outstretched hands. 

Finally, after much work and much discussion, they decided to let the hands of Jesus remain missing and 

they changed the written inscription to read this way “Christ has not hands but ours.” 
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Yes it is true that Jesus is the only one who can call disciples and commission them into service in the 

gospel ministry.  But every Christian is called.  It is the church’s job to prepare men and women for 

discipleship.  Each and every congregation must be a disciple making church.  Creating disciples means 

opening Christians up to the possibility that the power of Christ can work through them with 

transforming power. 

And you and I are called to be compassion workers for Christ; we are called to be His Hands and His Feet 

in a troubled and lost world.   

Teresa of Avila, a 16th Century Mystic reminds us of our mission… 

“Christ has no body now but yours. No hands, no feet on earth but yours. Yours are the eyes through 

which he looks compassion on this world. Yours are the feet with which he walks to do good. Yours are 

the hands through which he blesses all the world. Yours are the hands, yours are the feet, yours are the 

eyes, you are his body. Christ has no body now on earth but yours.” 

And deep at the very centre of your core, is love. Love that brings about compassion, preaching, and 

healing. 

May you go about spreading Christ’s love, His compassion, and His message in all you say and do.  

Alleluia, Amen 


